
EXTRACT FROM THE RULES FOR THE INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

OF MEAT AND MEAT PRODUCTS- FOR GETTING QUALITY AWARDS 

ON THE AGRICULTURAL-FOOD FAIR IN GORNJA RADGONA 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PARTICIPANTS OF ASSESSMENTS 

Participants of assessments can be companies operating in meat industry as well as small meat business from Slovenia and 

abroad. 

All participants or their legal successors are obliged to follow all current legal requirements (of the countries they come from) 

regarding quality of meat and meat products as well as to observe all regulations set by these rules.  

 

REGISTRATION 

Products to be assessed must be registered by filling in the application form until the closing date mentioned in the application.   

All samples are to be registered with the category belonging to as well with the number of the product group and product 

subgroup in the application form; having regard to instructions of these rules.  Based on the received application the organizer 

will inform the applying party of the way and date the product samples are to be delivered. 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE ASSESSMENT 

In order to be assessed the products (samples) must meet following requirements:   

- they must meet all general requirements set by the respective regulations; 

- product declaration must be complete; 

- they must have been produced in own production facilities (of the applying party) or in facilities of another producer, but 

nevertheless 

  under the name of the applying party; 

- products of all categories must be normal goods for resale; 

- same products must not be registered in different declaration forms. 

 

ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE 

The assessment committee is made up of experts and professional institutions for the meat industry from Slovenia and abroad.  

All committee members are qualified for sensory assessment. 

Poultry products are assessed on the part of a separate assessment committee that is made up of experts of neutral professional 

institutions as well as representatives of poultry processing organisations.  

Category fresh meat (D) is assessed on the part of a special assessment committee, made up of representatives of neutral 

professional institutions.  

QUALITY AWARDS 

A- Standard Products, B- New Products, C- Healthy Meat Products: 

Grand Gold Medal (19.50 – 20.00 points), Gold Medal (19.00 - 20.00 points), Silver Medal (18.00 - 18.99 points), Bronze 

Medal 

(17.00 - 17.99 points). Only one product of each product group can be decorated with the Grand Gold Medal (from 01 to 05). 

D.- Fresh Meat: 

Gold Medal for Market Range (19.00 - 20.00 points), Silver Medal for Market Range (18.00 - 18.99 points). 

 

SPECIAL AWARDS 

Quality Champion: "Quality Champion" is the special award for products that have won one of the highest possible prizes - 

the Grand Gold Medal or the Gold Medal - on three successive assessments.   

Innovation Award: The "Innovation Award" is a special prize (commemorative plaque) for the producer or the group of 

technologists that has won the highest award and achieved the highest number of points in category "New Products" (B), 

respectively. At least three products of one producer must have won a prize (one Gold Medal at least) to be honoured with this 

award.  

Award for Healthy Meat Products: A special award (commemorative plaque) for the producer that has achieved the highest 

number of points in category "Healthy Meat Products" (C). At least three products of one producer must have won a prize (one 

Gold Medal at least) to be honoured with this award. 

Award for Fresh Meat Market Range: A special award (commemorative plaque) for the producer that has achieved the 

highest number of points in category "Fresh Meat". At least three products of one producer must have won a prize (one Gold 

Medal at least) to be honoured with this award.  

Quality award of the International Fair of Agriculture and Food: special award for the highest rated product (average 

mark of at least 18,00 points) in the group of meat products for which a special competition has been organized this year.  

The special prize can only be awarded if at least 5 products that compete for the prize were evaluated. 

 



(Quality proficiency – Special award on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the AGRA fair.) 

 

Conditions for the special award QUALITY PROFICIENCY: 

1. The award is granted to the producer with the highest number of points for the 15 best-rated products. 

2. The 15 best-rated products must come from two different categories (A, B, C or D). 

3.  The 15 best-rated products must come from at least three different groups (01 – 06). 

4. One of the samples must win at least one gold medal in any of the categories. 

The points are given according to the following system: 

 

- Bronze medal   1 point 

- Silver medal   3 points 

- Gold medal   5 points 

- Grand Gold medal  8 points 

 

In case the same number of points has been obtained the quality proficiency goes to the producer with the greater number of 

higher awards for the 15 samples that have been taken into consideration. In case the total points are still equal the quality 

proficiency goes to the producer with the greater number of higher awards for all the products assessed.  

 

The quality proficiency award is a special award granted on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the AGRA fair. 

The producer who was granted the quality proficiency will receive additional 15 m2 of indoor exhibition space excl. stand 

construction on a complimentary basis. 

 

PROMOTION, PROTECTION AND COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF QUALITY AWARDS 

The producer can print a won medal or quality award on the respective product and/or its packing, having regard to the rules 

and after prior consultation with the organizer. All quality awards are designed in a special and registered mark and in different 

colours that are set by the organizer of the assessment for each category individually. Trading goods that have won an award can 

be marked with the won prizes up to three years after winning the award.  

 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS AND AWARD CEREMONIES 

The ceremonial announcements of all assessment results as well as the award ceremonies take place during the International 

Agricultural-Food Fair in Gornja Radgona. 

 

SAMPLE DELIVERY 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

On receipt of the entry form the organiser will inform the participants about the exact date of sample reception. 

Products from category D are handed in by the participant at the place of the evaluation. 

The participant must deliver the samples in a way to ensure their quality. 

 

Products in the categories A, C and D are regularly produced and sold and therefore must carry their original sales label. 

Products in the group B that are not yet traded with, can be provided with a white label on which all information about the 

product must appear. 

The products must have a full declaration and clear instructions for use. 

 

Chunk meat products (prosciutto, dry ham, neck meat, bacon, pancetta…), sausages and salami below the standard size or 

weight must be delivered in one piece - uncut! 

 

For products that are produced in a size different from that used for normal marketing (e.g. large mortadella, large units of meat 

preserves in pieces - semi-permanent preserves, meatloaf in long moulds, etc.) and intended for sale in smaller pieces, the 

producer, in the presence of an authorized sampler, must cut a sufficiently large sample, pack it appropriately, label it and declare 

it in accordance with the regulations. A document signed by a representative of the accredited institution is required for each 

sample cut, which is submitted together with the application form during the evaluation. 

 



Quantities to be delivered to the evaluation: 

 

01 Sausages 

-Special, Parisian, vegetables, ham, Tyrolean, ljubljanska, tlačenka, aspic, aspic in the intestine, 

  Pie in the gut 

longer than 30 cm, dried sausages, etc.: 

 sausage over 30 cm long 1 piece, whole 

 sausage shorter than 30 cm 2-3 pieces, whole 

 sausage longer than 50 cm 1 piece, cut (not shorter than 50 cm) 

 - Mortadella: 

 sausage up to 4 kg weight  1 piece, whole 

 sausage over 4 kg weight 1 piece, cut (not shorter than 40 cm) 

 sausage in ring form  1 piece, whole ring 

 paste sausage   5 pieces (longer than 12 cm), whole pieces  

      8 pieces (shorter than 12 cm), whole pieces 

 sausages in pairs (Frankfurter) 8 pairs or 16 halves 

 sausage in pairs (dry)  5 pairs or 10 halves 

 salamis   2 pieces (longer than 18 cm) 

      3 pieces (shorter than 18 cm) 

       cold cuts    7 pieces 

 

 

02 Dry meat 

-Ham, Budjola, Bunka, Bacon, Pancetta 

      1 piece, whole (longer than 20 cm) 

      2 pieces, whole (shorter than 20 cm) 

       cold cuts    7 pieces 

 

 

03 Semi-Preserved Canned Food 

 in tins     1 piece (heavier than 1 kg) 

      2 pieces (lighter than 1 kg) 

 wrapped    1 piece (length over 30 cm) 

      2 pieces (shorter than 30 cm) 

      3 pieces (shorter than 20 cm) 

 in moulds    1 piece (over 30 cm) 

      2 pieces (from 20 – 30 cm)) 

 shorter samples are not suitable for evaluation 

 pasteurised sausages  12 halves 

Ham for pizza/ toast   1 piece, whole 

 

       cold cuts    7 pieces 

 

 

04 Preserved Canned Food 

 canned food   4 pieces packaging unit 

 preserved convenience food 3 pieces packaging unit 

 sausages   3 pieces packaging unit 

 spreads   7 pieces packaging unit 

 meat sauces   4 pieces packaging unit 

 

05 Other products   

 - tub meat    2 pieces, (whole packages or other packaging) 

     - boiled beef, shoulder, ribeye, ham,  

 neck, Hamburg bacon, etc.  1 piece, whole, at least 30 cm 

      -Roast, stuffed breasts, etc.  1 piece, whole, at least 20 cm 

                                                   3 pieces, whole, at least 15 cm 

  Shorter samples are unsuitable for evaluation 



     - Meat loaf    1 piece, whole, at least 30 cm 

     - Minced    3 packs 

      - breaded products   3 packs 

      - cold cuts    7 pieces       

 

06 Fresh meat   1 sale unit (macro confection) 

      3-4 sale units (micro confection) 

 

 

 

PRODUCTS FOR ASSESSMENT 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Products of following categories can participate in the quality assessment: 

 

A. Standard Products 

Standard products are products that are standard produced as well as all meat and poultry products that are evident from the 

declaration and are merchandises of series production. 

 

B. New Products 

New Products are meat products that have shown up in the market after the last assessment on the Agricultural-Food Fair for 

the first time as well as all products that have not been sold yet but have already been developed in companies and are ready for 

series production.  

 

C. Healthy Meat Products 

Products of all groups (from 01 to 05) that have a special and declared modified composition to satisfy the principles of a 

modern, healthier and protecting diet and are not declared as dietary food at the same time. Those are meat products with 

reduced contents of prescribed ingredients, such as fat for at least 30% (or they must contain vegetable fats with a better fat-acid 

composition instead of animal fats), with less than (25% at least) or without traditional additives (e.g., common salt, nitrite/ 

nitrate salt, phosphates...) or additives are partly or totally replaced by other additives that are not harmful to health or 

dangerous in any other way. Products that have been given the sign “Conducive to Health” on the part of the Slovene 

"Cardiology Association" (Društvo za srce Slovenije)  (max. 3% fat, max. 20 mg/100g cholesterol) also belong to this category.  

It is made a condition that the participating product is in series production and for sale. The composition and/or difference to 

the same or similar standard product must be contained in the declaration. All additives (by type and quantities) must be 

declared as well. Additives that have not been used or which quantities have been reduced compared to the standard product 

are to be clearly marked. Details on the declaration or an enclosed laboratory analysis on the part of an authorised laboratory 

are the basis for the committee assessment whether the products belong to this group or not.  

 

D. Fresh / Raw Meat (ready-made or otherwise processed; cooled or deep frozen; also, already seasoned or marinaded and 

ready for cooking - thermal processing)- as special market offer for wholesale or retail trade. Several pieces of one meat type or 

category that are presented, packed and preserved in the same manner and in several packing units (micro or macro ready-

made, cooled, deep frozen, marinaded) are to be registered and will be assessed as collection (one sample).  

 

01 Sausages 

01.01  Red (Blood) Sausages / Sausages that are heated in boiling water  

01.02  Meat / Semi-Preserved Sausages  

01.03  Aspic Sausages (Chopped Ham and Pork Sausage, Diced Meat in Aspic etc.) 

01.04  Pâtés / vol-au-vents and Spreads (Boiled Sausages) - preserved by pasteurisation  

01.05  Sausages for Cooking and Grilling  

01.05.01 Wiener/Frankfurter Sausages, (smoked slicing sausage containing beef, pork, bacon, and spices) 

01.05.02 Sausages for Frying/Grilling, Black Pudding, beer sausage 

01.06  Raw (Dry) Sausages / Salami 

01.06.01 Quick fermented sausages and salamis (e.g. with additives such as , Starter culture ) 

01.06.02 Classical, slow fermented sausages and salamis 

01.06.03 Sausages in Minced Lard 

01.06.04 Sausages for Spreading 

01.07   Cold Cuts 

 



 

02 Dry Meat - articles produced from integral pieces of salted meat, cold-smoked or non-smoked meat as well as dried and 

mature meat at level ready for consumption without any thermal processing.  

02.01  Dry Ham, Parma Ham (pork, game)- integral meat pieces of leg or shoulder 

02.02  Dry Meat Pieces (pork, beef, game, poultry) 

02.03  Dry Bacon 

02.04  Other Meat Products (lamb/mutton, goat, horse) and fish 

02.05   Cold Cuts 

 

        

03 Semi-Preserved Canned Food (pasteurized meat products, subcategory canned meat, according to Article 

22 of the Regulation on the Quality of Meat Products and Meat Preparations) 

03.01  Pasteurized ham or other pork cased or canned, without natural intestine - additional packing 

03.02  Pasteurized veal cased or canned, without natural intestine - additional packing 

03.03  Pasteurized poultry pieces cased or canned, without natural intestine - additional packing 

03.04  Other pasteurized meat cased or canned, without natural intestine - additional packing 

03.05  Pasteurized sausages and other meat products - canned, other plastic or glass containers... 

03.06  Pizza Ham, Toast Ham and similar products (cased), produced of salt meat pieces with or without additional food 

components (cheese, mushrooms, olives, other vegetables) 

03.07   Cold Cuts 

 

 

04 Preserved Canned Food 

04.01  Canned Food - chopped salt meat (meat breakfast etc.) 

04.02  Preserved Convenience Food (goulash, soups, tripe, stuffed pepper, sarma, meat balls with sauce …) 

04.03  Sausages and other meat products - canned (Wiener/Frankfurter Sausage... ) 

04.04  Spreads (pâtés / vol-au-vents, meat spreads, minced lard...) 

04.05  Meat Sauces (ragout, hash...) 

04.06  Canned fish, mussels, crabs and crayfish, turtles, snails... 

 

05 Other Products (semi/prepared and prepared meals) - cooled or deep frozen 

05.01  Meat in minced lard (also in gift packs) 

05.02   Meat products made from larger, better quality desalinated (possibly also smoked) cuts of meat, poultry and fish that 

have undergone final heat treatment and are clearly marked as not requiring heat treatment before consumption 

05.03  Meat dishes of non-salted meat and thermal processed meat (cooled, deep frozen) - roast/steak, stuffed breast etc.) 

05.04  Meat Loaf 

05.05  Minced Meat (burgers, meat balls) heat treated and preserved - necessary heat regeneration 

05.06  Products coated with breadcrumbs (steaks of different meat types) - prepared and preserved –   

  necessary heat regeneration 

05.07  Meat Salads  

05.08  Spreads (steak tartar...) 

05.09  Convenience food (made of one, two or more components), ready-made dishes with meat or meat products  

  combined with other food and supplements (steaks with or without sauce and garnish, stews, soups, meat balls with 

  sauce, stuffed cabbage leaves, goulash, meat sauces with side dish...)  

05.10  Other Products (bacon bits/greaves...) 

05.11   Cold Cuts 

 

Category D - different products made of cooled and or deep-frozen meat - all animals kept for meat, poultry, game and fish: 

 

06.01  Wholesale pieces of packed meat (macro confection) 

06.02  Retail pieces of packed meat (micro confection) 

06.03  Minced meat, Shaped uncooked meat, seasoned, marinated, packed and ready to cook. 

06. 04  Fish (fresh, chilled, frozen fish products, breaded fish fingers, smoked salmon, smoked trout, etc.) 

06. 06  Larger and higher quality cuts of cured (possibly smoked) meat that have NOT been perfectly cooked and require 

cooking before consumption (smoked meat, smoked neck, etc.) 

 

Gornja Radgona, February 2023 


